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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by IPH Limited (IPH) and comprises written

No representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or

materials/slides for a presentation concerning IPH.

made by IPH that the forward looking statements contained in this
presentation are accurate, complete, reliable or adequate or that they will

This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form

be achieved or prove to be correct. Except for any statutory liability which

part of any offer or invitation to acquire, sell or otherwise dispose of, or issue, or any

cannot be excluded, IPH and its respective officers, employees and

solicitation of any offer to sell or otherwise dispose of, purchase or subscribe for, any

advisers expressly disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy or

securities, nor does it constitute investment advice, nor shall it or any part of it nor

completeness of the forward looking statements and exclude all liability

the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any or

whatsoever (including negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage

contract or investment decision.

which may be suffered by any person as a consequence of any information
in this presentation or any error or omission therefrom.

Certain statements in this presentation are forward looking statements. You can
identify these statements by the fact that they use words such as “anticipate”,

Subject to any continuing obligation under applicable law or relevant listing

“estimate”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “target”, “may”, “assume”

rules of the ASX, IPH disclaims any obligation or undertaking to

and words of similar import.

disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward looking statements in
these materials to reflect any change in expectations in relation to any

These forward looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation.
These statements are based on current expectations and beliefs and, by their nature,
are subject to a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could
cause the actual results, performances and achievements to differ materially from

forward looking statements or any change in events, conditions or
circumstances on which any statement is based. Nothing in these materials
shall under any circumstances create an implication that there has been no
change in the affairs of IPH since the date of the presentation.

any expected future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by
such forward looking statements.
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Business snapshot

Leading intellectual property group in Asia-Pacific

1.
2.
3.
4.

Australia – FY18 as at 30 June 2018. New Zealand – FY18 as at 30 June 2018. Singapore – CYTD18 as at approx. 30 June 2018.
IPH management estimate based on share of agents recorded with IP Australia as at 3 August 2018 for FY18. IPH Group market share includes filings by the following entities: Spruson & Ferguson (Australia),
FAKC, Pizzeys, Cullens and AJ Park. Acquired companies filings are included from the first day of the relevant period.
IPH management estimate based on share of agents recorded with IPOS as at approx. 2 August 2018 and may not reflect any change of agent recorded since filing. CYTD18 IPH’s percentage of market share
represents patent filing by Spruson & Ferguson (Asia) and Pizzeys over total number of applications filed in Singapore.
IPH management estimate based on internal filing information. FY18 includes filings by AJ Park (acquired in FY18). All incoming/outgoing patent/trademark applications filed either directly or indirectly (through an
agent) by IPH companies, including where incoming/outgoing agent is an IPH entity. Applications filed by Spruson & Ferguson (China/HK) and AJ Park are those filed by the firm across the entire financial year.
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FY18 H2 highlights

Delivering results in key areas of focus in the second half

Key focus areas for 2nd half FY18

Results for FY18

01

Australian market and IPH patent filings

IPH companies out-perform patent filing market

02

Asian revenue and earnings growth

Strong second half performance of Asian business

03

Strategic clarity on Data
and Analytics Software

Successful divestment of IP data products
and re-focus on WiseTime business

04

AJ Park contribution

AJ Park outperformance due to margin expansion

05

Merger of FAKC / Cullens and
Spruson & Ferguson

Businesses successfully integrated with
expected synergies of $1m in FY19

06

Retention of Vendor Principals

Overwhelming majority of Pizzeys and FAKC
Vendor Principals coming off employment periods
re-commit for further periods with IPH
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Strategic direction
IPH growth strategy
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Strong record of acquisitions and integration
Disciplined approach to acquisitions

AJ Park

Spruson & Ferguson integration
(FAKC and Cullens)

Acquired in October 2017
Acquired Fisher Adams Kelly and Callinans in 2015 and Cullens in 2016
Earnings ahead of expectation (FY18) through margin expansion
Callinans integrated into Fisher Adams Kelly in 2016 to create FAKC
Further margin improvement initiatives being implemented
FAKC and Cullens fully integrated into Spruson & Ferguson
Revenue synergies through referral across Spruson & Ferguson Asia network
Ongoing focus on processes/operational improvements

from 30 June 2018:
• High ex-vendor principal and staff retention rates
• Strong client retention
• $1m in cost savings expected in FY19
• Enhanced client servicing offering through Spruson & Ferguson’s
network across the region
• Combined marketing power under the one Spruson & Ferguson brand
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Capitalising on the IPH network
Our competitive advantage

IPH Group filings in key
1
jurisdictions in Asia

Total patent filings by IPH
2
Asian entities (all countries)

• Strong growth exhibited in China (44%) and Indonesia (16%) in FY18

• Filings by IPH Asian entities have grown by 5.6% in FY18 (all locations)

• Total growth in these jurisdictions in FY18 was 12.5%

• Solid long term historical growth profile for the region

•

IPH’s APAC office
footprint creates
competitive advantage

•

Able to offer clients a
trusted and quality service
in a number of secondary
markets across the region

•

Merger of FAKC and
Cullens with Spruson &
Ferguson strengthens the

*

network effect under

*

one brand
•

Creates a significant
organic growth
opportunity, particularly
in Asia

1.
2.

IPH management analysis based on total incoming/outgoing patent applications filed by IPH Group entities in key jurisdictions in Asia.
IPH management analysis based on total incoming/outgoing patent applications filed by SF (Asia) in FY14-FY18; excludes applications referred by IPH's Australian entities and applications filed by SF Thailand and Indonesian offices.
*In FY17-18 total incoming/outgoing patent filings by SF (China/HK) exclude applications referred by IPH's Australian entities. Applications filed by SF (China/HK) are those filed by the firm across the entire financial year.
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Significant opportunity for growth in China
IPH is well placed to harness the opportunity

(8%)

Growth strategy
16%

IPH Group filings in key jurisdictions in China1

• Exclusive arrangement with independent Chinese Patent Agency, Beijing Pat SF provides
clients with streamlined offering in China with Spruson & Ferguson standards

44%

20%

and South East Asia into China

13%

• Continue to leverage ‘network effect’ increase flow of cases referred from Australia/NZ

16%

(10%)

• Strengthen patent capability to increase market share

Market opportunity
• China’s addressable market is approximately 130,000 incoming Chinese patent
applications filed annually
• Significantly larger than Australia/NZ (~42k) and Singapore (~11k) annual patent
applications filed
• Regulatory commitment to strengthening IP protection supports IP market growth
1.

IPH management analysis based on total incoming/outgoing patent
applications filed by IPH Group entities in key jurisdictions in Asia.
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opportunity for China

9

Focus on our people
Corporate model a competitive advantage
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WiseTime launch
An opportunity for growth

About
WiseTime

A new privacy-first autonomous
timekeeping platform that produces
accurate records of an employee’s time

Competitive
advantage

• Fully automated activity capture - no start/stop required.
• WiseTime autonomously collects time spent on activities, resulting in
greater accuracy, granularity and efficiency.

throughout their day, without needing
• It also provides (i) uncompromising user privacy (ii) connections to targeted

their input.

existing case-management/billing systems and (iii) is proven in the
professional services environment.

Target
market

Reshaped Practice Insight sales
team focused solely on promoting
WiseTime into the IP law firm market
and progressing partnerships with

Early results
positive

• A 1-year pilot of WiseTime with a group of ~10 attorneys completed July 2018.
• The most recent iteration produced observable time efficiency gains of 10-15%.
• Since market launch in August:
o The first interface for a very large European law firm has been connected

broader legal services software
providers (channel partners).

o The sales team met with an initial 60 law firms in September, of which 23
trials were requested/confirmed
o The first Channel Partner Agreement for the French speaking territory
(France, Switzerland and Belgium) is being finalised.
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Foreign currency sensitivity
Current conditions providing a tailwind

Earnings currency
sensitivity
•

This sensitivity fluctuates on the basis

Currency profile

of acquisitions, their timing and their
mix of currencies.

54% of the Group’s invoicing is
denominated in USD.1

•

•

•

The USD/AUD sale in the first quarter

Operating
expenses

of FY19 was 73.11c compared to

Based on the USD profile in FY18,

78.96c in the first quarter of FY18

a 1c movement in the AUD/USD

SGD
29%

AUD
45%

exchange rate equates to
approximately $1.3m of revenue on
services charges on an annualised

Balance sheet sensitivity

basis.

•

HKD
8%

The Group is also exposed to FX on
the level of its USD denominated

HKD
10%

cash and receivables in the balance
sheet, balances of which fluctuate.

Service
charges

NZD
18%

NZD
7%

AUD
20%

USD
54%
SGD
5% EUR
4%

1.

Excludes USD billing in SF Hong Kong where HKD is pegged to USD. IPH exposure is to HKD.
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In summary

Sustainable revenue and earnings with strong platform for further growth

Positive industry and market fundamentals

Strategy for growth

IP long life cycle supports sustainable, long term revenue and

Leverage market leading positions in Australia/NZ and

earnings and strong cash generation

Singapore to increase market share

IPH has number one positions in core markets (Australia/NZ,

Further organic growth options through:

Singapore) with scaleable platform to drive further growth
Strong presence across the high growth Asian region provides
significant opportunity to leverage network

o Continuing to leverage existing network for
growth in Asia/China
o Other market share initiatives
o Margin improvement

Potential inorganic growth through domestic and
international acquisition opportunities
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Thank you
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